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Policies and Forms
There are many polices and forms. The ones identified in this handout are technology related. Please go
to the Nauset Public Schools web site at Technology forms or contact your building Administrator for
policies and forms not listed in this document.
As of this printing these policies are current and accurate, but are subject to change.
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Acceptable Use Guidelines for Staff and Students.
It is the AUP for Staff, High School Students and Middle School Students.
The Nauset Public Schools (NPS) provide access to computers, networks and the Internet for all students and staff. Nauset
public Schools adheres to the legal requirements of CIPA, COPPA and the eDiscovery laws. The expectations for staff and
student use follow.
EMAIL
NPS provides all staff and students (in grade 6-12) with an email address. These accounts are provided for school business
and school work. Do not say anything in an email that you would not want made public. NPS email accounts should not be
used for personal or outside business communications. There is no expectation of privacy with district-provided accounts.




Some email accounts are archived as per the eDiscovery law.
Staff and students shall not change the password on their NPS email account.
Staff and students are permitted to access their personal email accounts while at school.

NETWORK AND FILTERING
With the advent of many applications being housed on servers outside of our schools, the bandwidth coming into the school
is at a premium. To mitigate this problem and allow access to the Internet for research and the use of online applications,
staff and students are not to stream video or audio during regular school hours. This includes, but is not limited to, YouTube
or any video-hosting site including Facebook, Internet radio, and Second Life. Permission may be granted to stream media
for special purposes at the discretion of a school or district administrator. Before and after-school streaming is permitted.
If a site is blocked via the filtering system subscription, staff may unblock the site temporarily for access in support of
teaching and learning. No staff member or student is allowed to use a by-pass or tunneling site to gain access to a blocked
site.
Non-district owned computing devices of any type, including laptops, cell phones, and other network-ready devices, may not
be attached to any district network, whether via wireless or wired. Permission may be granted for special circumstances by
contracting the Director of Technology.
SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER SETTINGS
The computers in the district are owned by the district and are not your personal property. No settings, icons, backgrounds,
desktops, or permissions may be changed on a district-owned computer. If you wish to donate software from home, please
bring in all the manuals and disks and request a donation letter from an administrator.
Staff and students are also reminded that personal music files should not be loaded on a district computer unless the district
owns or purchases the CD or music.
GOOGLE APPS AND ONLINE TOOLS
All staff and students in grades 6-12 have access to the Google Applications suite of tools and other online tools. Teachers
and students use these applications for collaborative schoolwork. In addition, the staff and students may also utilize their
NPS-provided email address for signing up for Web 2.0 Tools.
PASSWORDSANDCOLLABORATIVESITES
Staff and students are reminded that no NPS-assigned passwords should be shared at any time. If your account has been
compromised, please contact the Director of Technology. No one is permitted to login using anyone else’s password to any
computer, file server, or Internet site.
With the extensive use of online collaborative and social networking sites as well as the use of email, it should be understood
that staff and students will not engage in the following:
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Flaming - Online fights using angry and vulgar electronic messages
Harassment – Repeatedly sending nasty, mean and insulting messages
Denigration – Sending or posting rumors to damage a person’s reputation
Impersonation – Pretending to be someone else and sending material to gat that person in trouble
Outing – Sharing someone’s secrets or embarrassing info or picture online
Exclusion – Intentionally and cruelly excluding someone from an online group
Cyberbullying – Repeated, intense harassment that includes threats and creates fear
o (adapted from http://doug-johnson.squarespace.com/storage/cyberbullying77.pdf)

ANY INFRACTION OF THESE GUIDELINES MAYBE SUBJECT TO LOSS OF ACCESS TO THE NAUSET
PUBLIC SCHOOLS ACCOUNT, NETWORKS, COMPUTERS, AN ADDITIONAL DISCIPLINARY ACTION.
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Permission To Publish
PHOTOGRAPHS, VIDEO and IDENTIFICATION
Your permission is requested in order to photograph or videotape your child at school. The materials
may be used 1) by your child’s teacher to celebrate learning; 2) by the school to document an activity;
3) by local newspapers or television station highlighting a school event, and 4) in the school Newsletter
and/or Web Site to promote the school and district. 5) Your child may have work published or his or her
name may be included on one of the district web pages. Your permission is requested prior to your
child’s name and or work being published.

_____I give permission to photograph or videotape my child(ren) for matters within the
school.
_____I give permission for the school to take a photograph of my child(ren) and use the
photograph in the school newsletter and/or on the school website.
_____I give permission for local newspapers to publish photographs of my child(ren).
_____I do not give permission for my child(ren) to be photographed or videotaped.
______I give permission for the school to publish examples of my child(ren)’s work and

or name in the school newsletter and/or on the school website.
______I do not give permission for my child(ren)’s work or name to be published.

Signature of parent/guardian:
Date:

NOTE: This permission form ONLY pertains to photos and videos that the school department
initiates or is at the request of the school department. This form is NOT intended for use at
public events such as athletic contests, parades, performances, etc. where the school department
does not have ultimate authority over who is photographing
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Policy 4135/5125.2 District Email
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Software Piracy: Is It Happening In Your School?
Q. Is it okay for schools to copy software?
A. No, without the publisher's permission, it's not okay for schools to copy software. Software is
protected by copyright law, which says that you can't make copies unless you obtain the permission of
the copyright holder.
Q. What exactly does the law say about copying software?
A. The law says that it is illegal to make or distribute copies of copyrighted material, including software,
without authorization. If you do so, this is piracy, and you may face not only a civil suit, but also
criminal fines of up to $250,000 and jail terms of up to 5 years.
Q. Could I be accidentally pirating software?
A. Yes, piracy in schools is happening both intentionally and accidentally. Most educators try to comply
with the law. However educators have told that they intentionally pirate software because: "their
administrators tell them to do so because they don't have the budget to buy software"; "it is for the good
of the students"; or "the software company won't miss the revenue from my one copy."
Examples of accidental piracy include when schools:
 buy hardware with pre-loaded software that does not have disks or documentation; buy one copy
of a software package and load it on multiple computers or a network without an appropriate
license agreement
 allow educators or students to take the software home and place it on their home computer
 Copy or download software off of a bulletin board/web site that is not shareware, public domain,
or freeware.
Q. Aren't schools allowed to make copies for educational purposes?
A. No. Like individuals and corporations, educational institutions are bound by the copyright
law. Just as it would be wrong to buy one textbook and photocopy it for use by many students, it is
wrong for a school to duplicate software without the authorization of the publisher. This means that
educators cannot make unauthorized copies of software for themselves or their students to use in school
or to take home.
Q. We're planning to install a network version for our students. How do we know how many copies of
software we'll need to purchase?
A. Remember that the installation of a network does not change your obligations with regard to the
copyright law. When purchasing software for a network, be sure to ask the publisher what types of
licensing arrangements are available for networks. Some software publishers allow schools to purchase a
network license which authorizes the school to install stand-alone software on a network. In addition,
many software publishers create special network versions which license the program to be run on the file
server of a network. Because some publishers limit the number of workstations that are permitted to
legally access the software on the network, it is very important to check the license agreement for any
restrictions that may apply.
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ACCIDENTAL PIRATING
Many computer users have found themselves caught in the piracy trap, unaware that they were doing
anything illegal. To avoid such unpleasant surprises, it may be helpful to know the five basic ways a
person can pirate software:
1. Counterfeiting: Duplicating and selling unauthorized copies of software in such a manner as to
try to pass off the illegal copy as if it was a legitimate copy produced by or authorized by the
publisher.
2. Soft lifting: Purchasing a single licensed copy of the software and loading it on several machines
contrary to the terms of the license agreement. This includes sharing software with friends and
co-workers.
3. Hard-disk loading: Selling computers pre-loaded with illegal software
4. Bulletin-board piracy: Putting software (that is not Shareware, Public Domain, or Freeware) on
a bulletin board service for anyone to copy, or copying software (that is not Shareware, Public
Domain, or Freeware) from a bulletin board service.
5. Software rental: Renting software for temporary use (like you would a video). Here, you must
examine the license agreement because a few publishers of CD ROM products are now allowing
their products to be rented.
It is easy to become an "accidental pirate." This is part of the reason piracy has become so costly to the
software industry .To avoid being an accidental pirate, read the license agreement thoroughly.
RESOURCES
TECH CORPS
P.O. Box 832
Sudbury, MA 01776
508-620-7751
www.ustc.org

Computer Ethics Institute
P. 0. Box 42672
Washington DC 20020015
202-548-0090
http://computerethicsinstitute.org/

Software Publishers Association
1730 M Street NW , Suite 700
Washington DC 20036
202-452-1600
www.spa.org

Massachusetts Software Council
One Exeter Plaza, Suite 200
Boston, MA 02116
617-437-0600
http://www.masoftware.org/

Copyright 1995 The Software Publishers Association. All rights reserved.
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Students Logging on to the school network
Students logging into the school network is a privilege the technology department has provided the
middle and high school students. This is the policy and instructional procedure they must follow.
Elementary students use shared folders managed by the teachers and do not have individual logons.
Do not let students abuse this privilege by doing any of the following.
Sharing passwords
If you share your password with other users you run the risk of someone deleting your files in your
folder because they can log in as you and remove your files or copy your work. DO NOT SHARE
PASSWORDS
Downloading inappropriate material
NO MUSIC, VIDEO, GAMES, PICTURES should be saved in your folder. Network administrators
randomly scan all folders and if inappropriate material is found your network privileges will be
terminated.
Forgetting to log off the computer
Even if you do not share your password, others can access your network folder if you forget to log off
the computer. If your files are missing, corrupt or altered we will assume you have shared your
password, or forgotten to log off the computer. This is your responsibility not ours!
Forgetting your password
 High School students who forget their password can go to Ms. Martin, Mrs. Endich, Mrs.
Sheptyck, Mrs. MacDonald or Mrs. Walker.


Middle School students who forget their password can go to Mrs. Jackman.

School Network Logon
1. Press Control Alt Delete to log into the computer.
a. If the computer is off turn it on.
b. If the previous user did not log off then you must log off and login to access your
network account.
2. When the log on screen appears enter your username. It will be the last two digits of your year
of graduation followed by your last name and the first initial of your first name. For example, if
your name is John Doe and you are in 8th grade you would log on as 16doej. 16doej is your user
name.
3. The very first time you log in your password will be Password123. Press the enter key and the
computer will tell you that you must change your password. Click OK.
4. To create your new password.
a. Press the tab key once and it will put you into the next text box called New Password.
Enter a password that you will remember and others will not guess. Don’t make it too
hard or long, but don’t make it to short or easy. Press tab again to Confirm new
password – retype it.
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b. It is suggested that you use your email or X2 password for your network login.

WARNING – YOUR PASSWORD IS CASE SENSITIVE. IF YOU USE CAPITAL LETTERS, YOU
NEED TO USE CAPITAL LETTERS TO LOG IN AGAIN!
5. Once you have logged in you need to check if your mapped drive appeared during log in.
Double click on the My Computer Icon. You should see a network drive with your name on it.
a. This mapped drive is where you will save all your school files.
6. Logging out. It is very important that you always log out of the computer. If you do not, then
anyone who uses that computer will have access to your files. The best way to make sure this
does not happen is to do one of the following.
a. On a Windows XP or Windows 7 computer use Control/Alt/Delete and select log off.
b. On a Windows 7 computer you can also use the Switch User to login. You must use the
domain name to switch a user account.
i. The domain name is listed below the previous users login and
\\domain_name\user_name is the login convention.
ii. For the High School the domain name is NRHS
iii. For the Middle School the domain name is NRMS
Remember, logging on as your own user name means you can save term papers, PowerPoint
presentations and other school work to your folder and access it from any computer in your school.
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Lab Management Guidelines
Establish Clear Guidelines
 Make lab rules clear and concise. Review them before each lab visit.
 Assign students to a computer. This provides consistency in accessing network folders and
speeds up the log in process.
Maintain Their Attention
 Often times students will “surf” the net while you are explaining the assignment so it might be a
good idea to have the computer mouse sitting on top/side of the monitor or the computer while
you talk.
 An alternative might be to have them put the mouse on top at the end of the assignment as a
signal that you can move to the next lesson.
The Computer Lab Room
 Leave the computer lab looking better then when you came in to use it. Push chairs in, throw
away paper, pick up forgotten pens and books.
 DON’T allow your students to download files, programs or music.
Clean Computer Desktops
 Students at the middle and high school level do have a student log on and can save files and
documents to their own folder.
 Have students save their work to their network folder. .
 Students may also use personal Flash/Thumb/Travel drives, Dropbox and MassONE to save their
work.
Use Students as Co-teachers
 Allows you to move freely around the room.
 Provides students with an opportunity to share their knowledge.
 Boosts self-esteem.
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Procedures for Prioritizing Work Requests
Listed below are six steps to follow for solving your technology problems:
1.

Check your Technology Handbook for the answer to your problem.

2.

Submit work order to the Technology Coordinator in your building. This is a level one
response.

3.

The Technology Coordinator will respond to your work order verbally or in writing within 5
days of receipt. Since the Technology Coordinators have other duties to perform response
times may vary based on receipt of the work request and the time of year.

4.

The Technology Coordinator will review the work request and will resolve the problems or
forward the work order to the district technician who will respond to your work order
verbally or in writing within 5 days of receipt. This is a level 2 response.

5.

If a work request has not been resolved, you or the building principal will be informed and a
plan to repair/replace the system will be put in place. Some systems due to age and warranty
may not be repaired or replaced. Other systems may require vendor specific diagnosis or
response times that are beyond the control of the technology staff.

6.

Work orders not responded to or resolved within the 5 day limit should be reported to the
Director of Technology, the district support technician or the building principal, who will
investigate. This is a level 3 response.

Note: Network emergencies or requested priority changes may affect the level 2 five day response time.
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Nauset Public Schools Request for Computer Service
Web Format
Any work request can be submitted by going to http://workorders.nausetschools.org/ . The district will
be implementing a new help desk in the fall of 2012. Additional information will follow upon
completion of the help desk system.
Select your building and complete the online form.
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Nauset Public Schools
78 Eldredge Park Way, Orleans, Massachusetts 02653
Phone: 508-255-8800 ● Fax: 508-240-2351 ● http://nausetschools.org
Dr. Richard J. Hoffmann
Superintendent of Schools
Dr. Bonny L. Gifford

Dr. Ann M. Caretti

Assistant Superintendent

Director of Student Services

Giovanna Venditi
Director of Finance and Operations

Barbara Lavoine
Director of Technology

Equipment Request Form
Date submitted:

Submitted To:

Name:
Position/Subject:
School:
Room Number/Office:
*Type of computer:
*Model of Computer:
*Serial number of computer:
*Serial number of monitor:
*Type of printer:
*Other:

Detailed description of problem:
Include events that happened just before the problem occurred, ( I was using Microsoft Word and…..)or events that show a
pattern (This is the third day that the computer did not shut down so I had to…….)

Copies can be sent via inter-office mail to the Technology Director at 78 Eldredge Park Way, Orleans,
Massachusetts 02653.
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Bandwidth: Internet Access and Use
The Nauset Public Schools has approximately 1,800 nodes within the district. Nodes include computers,
printers, servers and other devices. Bandwidth is the amount of speed we have for those nodes to access
the internet and network services.
As of this writing the each school building has a 50MB Business Class Comcast for internet access.
During an average day we have roughly 50 to 150 users online at all times. Use Peaks between 9am and
1pm.
Given these limitations we ask that you do not use online radio or other streaming media unless it
directly impacts classroom instruction. Using these services slows the network to a crawl for all users.
We request that staff and students bring in CD’s to listen to music. Students must have permission from
the teacher to listen to their music CD’s.
Additionally, we request that video downloads, be done at off peak times or through scheduled services.
Please contact the Technology Coordinator in your building for additional information or assistance.
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Almost everything you wanted to know about email threats
Virus, Phishing, Malware, and Spyware
Virus
There are many potential sources of viruses, including floppy disks, e-mail messages, shared files, and
downloaded documents.
A virus is a program that can be hidden inside another file—it can replicate itself and spread to other
files and computers. Different viruses cause different types of damage: one could scan your Gmail
Address Book and send junk mail to all the addresses; another may actually destroy information on your
hard drive. Virtually all viruses try to replicate themselves and infect other files or computers. Your
computer is always at risk from viruses. Shared files, networks, and floppy disks; e-mail attachments;
Web-based e-mail; downloads; and malicious Web sites are some of the potential dangers that you
might have to navigate. Seemingly innocent documents or attachments can contain deadly viruses.

Phishing - http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/p/phishing.html
(fish´ing) (n.) The act of sending an e-mail to a user falsely claiming to be an established legitimate
enterprise in an attempt to scam the user into surrendering private information that will be used for
identity theft. The e-mail directs the user to visit a Web site where they are asked to update personal
information, such as passwords and credit card, social security, and bank account numbers, that the
legitimate organization already has. The Web site, however, is bogus and is set up only to steal the
user’s information.
Phishing, also referred to as brand spoofing or carding, is a variation on “fishing,” the idea being that
bait is thrown out with the hopes that while most will ignore the bait, some will be tempted into biting.

Malware - http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/m/malware.html
(mal´wãr) (n.) Short for malicious software, software designed specifically to damage or disrupt a
system, such as a virus or a Trojan horse.

Spyware - http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/s/spyware.html
Any software that covertly gathers user information through the user's Internet connection without his or
her knowledge, usually for advertising purposes. Spyware applications are typically bundled as a hidden
component of freeware or shareware programs that can be downloaded from the Internet; however, it
should be noted that the majority of shareware and freeware applications do not come with spyware.
Once installed, the spyware monitors the user activity on the Internet and transmits that information in
the background to someone else. Spyware can also gather information about e-mail addresses and even
passwords and credit card numbers.
Spyware is similar to a Trojan horse in that users unwittingly install the product when they install
something else. A common way to become a victim of spyware is to download certain peer-to-peer file
swapping products that are available today.
Aside from the questions of ethics and privacy, spyware steals from the user by using the computer's
memory resources and also by eating bandwidth as it sends information back to the spyware's home base
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via the user's Internet connection. Because spyware is using memory and system resources, the
applications running in the background can lead to system crashes or general system instability.
Because spyware exists as independent executable programs, they have the ability to monitor
keystrokes, scan files on the hard drive, snoop other applications, such as chat programs or word
processors, install other spyware programs, read cookies, change the default home page on the Web
browser, consistently relaying this information back to the spyware author who will either use it for
advertising/marketing purposes or sell the information to another party.
Licensing agreements that accompany software downloads sometimes warn the user that a spyware
program will be installed along with the requested software, but the licensing agreements may not
always be read completely because the notice of a spyware installation is often couched in obtuse, hardto-read legal disclaimers.
To get a free spyware scan of your computer go to http://www.trendmicro.com/spyware-scan/

Email Address Harvesting: How Spammers Reap What You Sow
Is your in-box clogged with junk email messages from people you don’t know? Are you overwhelmed
by unsolicited email offering products or services you don’t want? It’s no wonder. According to
research by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and several law enforcement partners, it’s harvest
time for spammers. However, the consumer protection agency says, the good news for computer users is
that they can minimize the amount of spam they receive. According to the investigators, spammers
typically use computer programs that search public areas on the Internet to compile, capture, or
otherwise harvest lists of email addresses from web pages, newsgroups, chat rooms, and other online
destinations. To find out which fields spammers consider most fertile for harvesting, investigators
seeded 175 different locations on the Internet with 250 new undercover email addresses. The locations
included web pages, newsgroups, chat rooms, message boards, and online directories for web pages,
instant message users, domain names, resumes, and dating services. During the six weeks after the
postings, the accounts received 3,349 spam emails.
The investigators found that:
 86 percent of the addresses posted to web pages received spam. It didn’t matter where the
addresses were posted on the page if the address had the @ sign in it, it drew spam.
 86 percent of the addresses posted to newsgroups received spam.
 Chat rooms are virtual magnets for harvesting software. One address posted in a chat room
received spam nine minutes after it first was used.
Investigators found that addresses posted in other areas on the Internet received less spam. Half the
addresses posted on free personal web page services received spam, as did 27 percent of addresses
posted to message boards and nine percent of addresses listed in email service directories. Addresses
posted in instant message service user profiles, WHOIS domain name registries, online resume services,
and online dating services did not receive any spam during the six weeks of the investigation.
In almost all instances, the investigators found the spam received was not related to the address used. As
a result, consumers who use email are exposed to a variety of spam including objectionable messages no
matter the source of the address. Some email addresses posted to children’s newsgroups received a large
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amount of spam promoting adult web sites, pitching work-at-home schemes, and even advertising
hallucinogenic drugs.

Best practices for managing junk e-mail and SPAM
1. Avoid replying to the sender with REMOVE in the subject line. Messages you receive may
include instructions (such as to reply with REMOVE in the subject line) on how to remove
yourself from future mailings from the individual or organization. Unfortunately, many senders
include these instructions in order to try to confirm that they've reached a working e-mail
address, not to remove you from mailings. Unless you are unsubscribing from a mail
distribution list that you signed up for or you know the message sender, the best practice is to
discard these messages without responding. Some messages contain a phone number to call, but
many contain no information on how to stop future mailings. Often if you reply to these
messages, you find that the return address or phone number is invalid or is that of someone other
than the real sender.
2. Alter your e-mail address when posting. Organizations that sell e-mail addresses use
computer programs that scan Web pages and newsgroups to harvest e-mail addresses. If you
display an e-mail address on a Web page or when posting to newsgroups, alter your e-mail
address in such a way as to trick search programs but not confuse users. For example, if your email address is pat@nwtraders.com, change it to patNOJUNKMAIL@nwtraders.com. Most
users will know to remove NOJUNKMAIL from the address before using it, but search programs
will not.
3. Avoid giving out your primary e-mail address. Guard your main e-mail address just as you
would your telephone number. Your main e-mail address is one you would give to friends,
family, and business associates. Unless there is a specific reason to give out your main e-mail
address to someone other than those you know, consider using a second e-mail address when
filling out forms on the Internet— such as information requests, special offer sign-ups, or service
requests— that might potentially lead to your address being sold or leased to other companies.
4. Make use of laws and consumer protection against UC. Some states and jurisdictions now
provide legislation against unsolicited commercial e-mail (UCE). A good source of information
is your state's Attorney General's office or consumer protection agency. The Direct Marketing
Association (DMA) also offers a free service, similar to its program for telephone and postal
mailing solicitations, enabling consumers to opt out of UCE. DMA members are required to
purge from their mailing lists all e-mail addresses of consumers who have requested to be
removed. More information is available from the DMA at http://www.the-dma.org.
5. Increase your protection level as you need to. To obtain the maximum protection possible
from using the Junk E-mail Filter and other enhanced privacy features, set the protection level of
the Junk E-mail Filter to High or to Safe Lists Only.
6. Keep your Junk E-mail Filter updated.
7. Block images in HTML messages that spammers use as Web beacons. A Web beacon can
be a graphic image, linked to an external Web server, that is placed in an HTML-formatted
message and can be used to verify that your e-mail address is valid when the message is opened
and images downloaded.
8. Spammers sometimes resort to sending meeting requests and messages with delivery receipts
requested. Responding to meeting requests and read and delivery receipts automatically makes
you vulnerable to Web beacons.
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9. Limit where you post your e-mail address. Be cautious about posting your e-mail address on
public Web sites, and remove your e-mail address from your personal Web site. If you list or
link to your e-mail address, you can expect to be spammed.
10. Disguise (or "munge") your e-mail address when you post it to a newsgroup, chat room,
bulletin board, or other public places. For example, you can give your e-mail address as
"s0me0ne@example.c0m" by using the number zero instead of the letter "o." This way, a person
can interpret your address, but the automated programs that spammers use cannot.
11. Use multiple e-mail addresses for different purposes. You might set up one for personal use
to correspond with friends, family, or colleagues, and use another for more public activities, such
as requesting information, shopping, or for subscribing to newsletters, discussion lists, and
newsgroups.
12. Review the privacy policies of Web sites. When you sign up for online banking, shopping,
and newsletters, review the privacy policy closely before you reveal your e-mail address and
other personal information. Look at the Web site for a link (usually at the bottom of the home
page) or section called "Privacy Statement," "Privacy Policy," "Terms and Conditions," or
"Terms of Use." If the Web site does not explain how it will use your personal information, think
twice about using that service.
13. Watch out for check boxes that are already selected. When you buy things online,
companies sometimes add a check box (already selected!) to indicate that it is fine to sell or give
your e-mail address to other businesses (third parties). Clear the check box so that your e-mail
address won't be shared.
14. Don't reply to spam. Don't reply even to unsubscribe unless you know and trust the sender.
Answering spam just confirms that your e-mail address is live.
15. If a company uses e-mail messages to ask for personal information, don't respond by
sending a message. Most legitimate companies will not ask for personal information in e-mail.
Be suspicious if they do. It could be a spoofed e-mail message meant to look like a legitimate
one. This tactic is known as "phishing". If the spam is from a company that you do business
with — for example, your credit card company — call the company, but don't use a phone
number provided on the e-mail. Use a number that you find yourself, either through directory
assistance, a bank statement, a bill, or other source. If it is a legitimate request, the telephone
operator should be able to help you.
16. Don't contribute to a charity based on a request in e-mail. Unfortunately, some spammers
prey on your good will. If you receive an appeal from a charity, treat it as spam. If it is a charity
that you want to support, find their number elsewhere and call them to find out how you can
make a contribution.
17. Don't forward chain e-mail messages. Besides causing more traffic over the line, forwarding
a chain e-mail message might be furthering a hoax, and you lose control over who sees your email address. A good web site to check for such scams is http://urbanlegends.about.com/.
18. Your ISP’s abuse desk. Often the email address is abuse@yourispname.com or
postmaster@yourispname.com. Forwarding your spam to your ISP lets them know about the
spam problem on their system and helps them to stop it. Include a copy of the spam, along with
the full email header, and at the top of the message, state that you’re complaining about being
spammed.
19. The sender’s ISP. Most ISPs want to cut off spammers who abuse their system. Include a copy
of the message and header information and state that you’re complaining about spam.
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Email Client: Helpful Hints To Protect Your Computer against Virus’ and more
Any Email Client
Preview Pains and Reading Pains can quickly execute a virus since it has been opened for you by the
application. It is a good idea to keep the option turned off. You can find this option in the view menu of
most email client programs.
Change your password
In Google’s Gmail program
1. To access your email go to www.nausetschools.org and from the staff menu select Staff Email
Logon.
2. On the logon screen enter your user name and password.

3. In the top right corner of the email page you will see your user name a sprocket like icon.

4. Click on the down arrow at the end of your name and select Account Settings.

5. Click on the Change password link and enter a password that you can remember. You will be
prompted to change your password if it does not meet Google’s security guideline.
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6. Log out and test your new password. Please contact Renie Dumont
(dumontm@nausetschools.org) or Barbara Lavoine (lavoineb@nausetschools.org) at 508-2558800 if you have any problems with your email password.
Set up a filter
1. Click on the down arrow at the end of your name and select Account Settings.
2. Click on the Filters tab.
3. Click on Create a new filter.

4. Fill in the form and click OK

Report the email as SPAM
In Gmail mark the check box next to the email you want to report and click on the SPAM button.
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Learning Windows XP
Windows XP is one of many “windows” based applications created by Microsoft. Microsoft will stop
supporting this OS in 2014. If you are familiar with a previous version of Windows, then you are aware
of the graphical user interface, icons and the acronyms that all of us in the computer world use.
Windows Tips: http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/using/setup/tips/default.mspx.

Lesson One
Logging On To Windows XP.
Windows XP starts and displays the Welcome to Windows screen you must log on with a user name and
password.
Press CTRL+ALT+DELETE to get the dialog box that allows you to log on. Enter your User name
and password.
1. Your user name will be your last name followed by the first initial of your first name. So if your
name is John Doe, your user name would be doej.
2. Enter your password
a. New users password is Password123 or
we will create your password upon
request.
b. You will be prompted to enter a new
password.
3. Once you log in you will have a mapped drive.
To find the mapped drive click on your start
menu and select the My Computer icon. It will
open and you will see a drive with your name
on it.
a. Any files that currently existed on the
old fileserver have been copied to the
new fileserver.
b. Your desktop files have not been copied because they were not on the old fileservers.
4. You should be good to go, but remember we will be around to help.
The Desktop

The desktop is the area that first appears on the screen after you
start Windows XP. The desktop is your workspace. On the left
side of your desktop are icons, small pictures that represent files
such as documents, folders, or programs. When you want to open
a file, double-click its icon.
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The Taskbar and the Start Button
You can use the taskbar and the Start button, which usually appear at the bottom of your screen to
navigate in Windows XP. Both features are always available on your desktop, regardless of how many
windows you have open.
Buttons on the taskbar show you which windows and programs are open, even when some are
minimized or hidden beneath another window. You can easily switch to a different window or program
by clicking its taskbar button.
The Start button displays a list of commands and shortcuts (pointers to files) that you can use to
accomplish almost any task. You can start programs, open documents, customize your system, get Help,
search for items on your computer, and more. Some items on the Start menu have a right-facing arrow,
which means that additional choices are available on a secondary menu, called a submenu. When you
place your pointer over an item with an arrow, a submenu appears.

Start Menu Options You Should Know
Search

Settings
Control Panel, Printers and Taskbar/Start Menu
Run

The run command lets you open applications, folders and much more, but you need to know where the
item is so the computer knows where to go.
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Creating Folders
To create a new folder Open Windows Explorer. To open Windows Explorer, click Start, point to
Programs, point to Accessories, and then click Windows Explorer. Click the drive or folder in which
you want to create a new folder. On the File menu, point to New, and then click Folder.
Type a name for the new folder, and then press ENTER.
You can also create a new folder by right-clicking a blank area in the right pane of Windows Explorer or
on the desktop, pointing to New, and then clicking Folder.
Copying and Saving Files to a CD or Flash Drive
There are times when you need to save your document to a CD disk or Flash Drive. It is a simple
process. If you have a file open, Select Save As from the File Menu and in the drop down box Select the
CD or Flash Drive icon. Click Save.
Note: You must have a read/write CD ROM player and a recordable CD to save files to a CD ROM
disk.
You can also open Windows Explorer and copy a file to a CD or flash drive. Locate the file you want to
copy in the list on the left side of the screen. Highlight the file by clicking once and then choose Copy
and Paste, or drag the document to the Flash Drive.
Copying and Saving Files to the Network
The technology staff will be setting up a mapped drive to your folder on the network. You should be
able to log on anywhere in your building and access your files.
Help

In the “old” days you would receive a manual, but in the days of competitive pricing everything is on
line. Today, the Windows XP Help system uses HTML to format and display information. If you have
an Internet connection, a jump or hyperlink no longer limits you to other topics within the Help system;
you can jump to the World Wide Web for additional or updated product information.
The Help Viewer provides an integrated table of contents, an index, and a full-text search feature so you
can find information easily. Book icons open to reveal topic entries and sub-books. The Help Viewer has
the added benefit of allowing you to see the table of contents, index, or search results at the same time
you are viewing a Help topic.
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The Help Viewer also includes the Favorites tab, which you can use to bookmark topics. This enables
you to quickly display topics that you refer to often. The Favorites tab is only available in the main
Windows Help file, which you access by clicking Start and then clicking Help.
Additional Help resources include Microsoft’s Web Site at www.microsoft.com and there are a number
of books on the market that also provide answers.

Lesson Two – The Fun Stuff
To put a shortcut on the desktop
Open Windows Explorer, locate the file, program, folder, printer, or computer, for which you want to
create a shortcut and select the item. On the File menu, click Create Shortcut. Drag the shortcut icon
from Windows Explorer onto the desktop. You can also right click on the item and send it to the
desktop as a shortcut.
When you delete a shortcut, the original item still exists on the computer. You can also drag the item to
the desktop with the right mouse button, and then click Create Shortcut(s) Here.
To add a shortcut to the Start menu or a submenu
Click Start, point to Settings, and then click Taskbar & Start Menu. Click the Advanced tab. Click Add,
and then follow the instructions in the Create Shortcut wizard.
To set the mouse to single-click or double-click
Open Mouse in Control Panel. On the Buttons tab, under Button Assignments, select one of the
following: Single-click to open an item allows you to point to an item to select it and click once to open
it. Double-click to open an item allows you to click once to select an item and double-click to open it.
Notes:
To open a Control Panel item, click Start, point to Settings, click Control Panel, and then double-click
the appropriate icon. Single-click to open an item enables you to click once in many places where you
would normally double-click. For example, you can click an icon to start a software program.
To change your screen resolution

Open Display in Control Panel. On the Settings tab, under Screen
area, drag the slider, and then click Apply.
Notes:
To open a Control Panel item, click Start, point to Settings, click
Control Panel, and then double-click the appropriate icon.
A higher screen resolution reduces the size of items on your screen
and increases the size of your desktop. Your monitor and display
adapter determine whether you can change your screen resolution.
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To set or change the background of your desktop

Open Display in Control Panel. On the Background tab, do one or
more of the following: Select a background picture from the wallpaper
list. In the Picture Display list, click Center, Tile, or Stretch. Click
Pattern to open the Pattern dialog box. Under Pattern, click the
desired pattern.
To set or change a screen saver
Open Display in Control Panel. On the Screen Saver tab, under Screen
Saver, click a screen saver in the list.
To adjust the volume for multimedia playback devices
Open Sounds and Multimedia in Control Panel. On the Audio tab, under Sound Playback, click
Volume. In the Volume Control dialog box, under Volume Control, drag the Volume slider up or down
to increase or decrease the output volume.
To change your computer's time and time zone
Open Date/Time in Control Panel. On the Date & Time tab, select the item you want to change.

Lesson Three – Security, Applications and Other Stuff
To lock a computer
Press CTRL+ALT+DELETE. Click Lock Computer. Windows XP displays the Computer Locked
dialog box. Your system is now locked, preventing everyone except you or a system administrator from
unlocking your system and viewing any open files or programs.
Note: To unlock your computer, press CTRL+ALT+DELETE, type your password, and then click OK.
To change your password
Press CTRL+ALT+DELETE and then click Change Password.
Note:
Password security depends on creating strong passwords and protecting them
To add a program from a CD
Insert the CD or Floppy. Most will automatically run the setup program. If setup does not run, use the
run command and type D:\setup – D or E representing your CD ROM or flash drive. Follow the
instructions on your screen.
Note:
For security and maintenance reasons most computers in the school district require administrative
rights to install programs.
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To change or remove a program
Open Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel. Click Change or Remove Programs, then click the
program you want to change or remove. Click the appropriate button: To change a program, click
Change/Remove or Change. To remove a program, click Change/Remove or Remove.
Caution
When you click Change/Remove, some programs may be removed without prompting you further.
To minimize or maximize a window or restore it to its previous size
Click the appropriate button in the upper right corner of the window: Click to minimize the window to a
taskbar button. To restore the minimized window to its previous size, click its taskbar button. Click to
display the window in a full screen. After maximizing a window, click to restore the window to its
previous size.
Note:
You can also double-click the window's title bar to maximize it or restore it to its previous size. To
minimize all open windows and dialog boxes, click on the taskbar. Minimized windows appear as
buttons on your taskbar, but dialog boxes do not. Click again to restore all windows and dialog boxes to
their previous size.

Learning Windows 7
Windows 7 is the latest release of Microsoft’s operating systems. It has had much better success then
Vista. If you are familiar with a previous version of Windows, then you are aware of the graphical user
interface, icons and the acronyms that all of us in the computer world use.
Windows Tips: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows7/help
Windows 7 is so much like Windows XP that the items listed here will identify significant updates to the
operating system.
Logging On To Window 7
When you turn your computer on your screen will look like this.
1. Click on the switch user button and enter your login
information.
2. Enter your password
a. New users password is Password123 or we will create
your password upon request.
b. You will be prompted to enter a new password.
3. Your password will be Password123.
a. You will be prompted to enter a new password.
4. Once you log in you will have a mapped drive. To find the
mapped drive click on your start menu and select the My Computer icon. It will open and you
will see a drive with your name on it.
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a. Any files that currently existed that we had access to have been copied to the new
fileserver.
b. Your desktop files have not been copied.
Snap
Use Snap to instantly compare windows side-by-side. Drag an open application screen like a word
document to the right and it will automatically resize itself to half the screen. Drag another program to
the left and that too is automatically resized.
Peek
Peek gives you the power of X-ray vision, so you can peer past all your open windows straight to the
Windows 7 desktop. Simply point to the end of the taskbar and watch open windows instantly turn
transparent, revealing all your hidden icons and gadgets. To quickly reveal a buried window, point to its
taskbar thumbnail. Now only that window shows on the desktop.
Shake
Ever need to cut through a cluttered desktop and quickly focus on a single window? Just click the top of
a pane and give your mouse a shake. Voila! Every open window except that one instantly disappears.
Jiggle again—and your windows are back. (Who says the old mouse can’t learn a new trick?)
Windows Live Essentials
What is Windows Live Essentials? It's a suite of free programs for your PC running Windows that
makes it easy to create and share polished movies, organize your e-mail, and more. You can get it all in
one free, simple download that includes:

Messenger

Photo Gallery

Stay connected with IM and Fix and organize your photos,
video chat in HD.
then share them online.

Writer

Compose your blog, add
photos and video, then
publish to the web.

Mail

Organize your e-mail accounts in one
place—even when you're offline.

Movie Maker

Windows Live Mesh
Create polished movies, then
Access the stuff on your computers from
publish them to the web in a few
almost anywhere.
clicks.

Family Safety

Manage and monitor kids' Internet
activities, so they can surf the web more
safely.
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Search
In Windows 7, you can find more things in more places—documents, email messages, songs—and do it
faster.
Start typing in the Start menu search box, and you'll instantly see a list of relevant files on your PC. You
can search by typing the name of the file, or based on its tags, file type, and even contents. To see even
more matches, click a category in the results, like Documents or Pictures, or click See more results.
Your search terms are highlighted to make it easier to scan the list.

Documents library after typing "invoice" in the search box.
Few people store all their files in one place these days. So Windows 7 is also designed to search external
hard drives, networked PCs, and libraries. Overwhelmed by your search results? You can instantly
narrow them by date, file type, and other useful categories.
Sticky Notes
Already as necessary as pencils and paper clips, Sticky Notes just got more useful. In Windows 7, you
can format a note’s text, change its color with a click, and speedily resize, collapse, and flip through
notes.
Open Sticky Notes by tapping the Start button . In the search box,
type Sticky Notes, and then tap Sticky Notes in the list of results.
To create additional notes, select the note and click the + sign or press
Ctrl+N. To delete a note, click on the notes X. If you want a different
color, right-click the note that you want to change, and then click a
color.
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Accessibility
Windows 7 has a range of accessibility features. Click the Start button
clicking Ease of Access, clicking Ease of Access Center

, clicking Control Panel,

Speech - Windows Speech Recognition now works better—and with more programs. So instead of
using the keyboard, you can just tell your computer what to do. Start an e-mail by speaking the
recipient's name, surf the web without a keyboard, or
dictate your documents.
Windows Speech Recognition responds to your voice.
Magnifier - Magnifier is a help to people with low
vision, but everyone will appreciate its ability to
enlarge hard-to-see text and pictures. Full-screen mode
magnifies the entire desktop, and lens mode zooms in
particular areas. Inside the Magnifier window, you can
click buttons and input text as you normally would.

on

Magnifier zooms in on your desktop.

On-Screen Keyboard - On-Screen Keyboard lets you "keyboard without a keyboard," with a choice of
several different input methods: clicking mode, hovering mode, and scanning mode. With Windows
Touch and the right hardware, you can also input text by tapping directly on the screen. And word
prediction speeds things up: type the first few letters of a word, and Windows will finish it for you.
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Narrator and visual notifications - Windows 7 can read on-screen text aloud and describe some events
(like error messages), helping you use your computer without the display. With Audio Description, you
can hear a narration of what's happening in a video. Windows can also replace sound alerts with visual
cues like a screen flash, so system alerts are noticeable even when they're not heard.

Narrator helps you use your computer without the display.

Gadgets
Gadgets put information and fun—like news, pictures, games, and the phases of the moon—right on
your desktop. Right-click your desktop and then click Gadgets to find the gadgets that come with
Windows 7.

Solving Problems
Windows XP/7
Computer Maintenance AKA “Avoiding downtime, Frustration and Headaches”
Restart your computer
Simply restarting your computer solves 85% of all problems because the cache is cleared and the
operating system has room to move more efficiently.
Disk Cleanup

Disk Cleanup helps free up space on your hard drive. Disk Cleanup searches your drive, and then shows
you temporary files, Internet cache files, and unnecessary program files that you can safely delete. You
can direct Disk Cleanup to delete some or all of those files.
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To open a system tools item, click Start, point to Programs, point to Accessories, point to System
Tools, and then click the appropriate icon. In Windows 7 simply type Disk Cleanup in the start menu
text box and the program will open.
Disk Defragmenter

Disk Defragmenter rearranges files, programs, and unused space on your computer's hard disk, so that
programs run faster and files open more quickly. Disk Defragmenter does not affect anything that you
see on the screen, such as files in My Documents or shortcuts on the Programs menu.
To open a system tools item, click Start, point to Programs, point to Accessories, point to System
Tools, and then click the appropriate icon. In Windows 7 simply type Disk Defragmenter in the start
menu text box and the program will open.
Windows Updates
Windows Update is the online extension of Windows XP/7
that helps you get the most out of your computer. Using the
Product Updates section of Windows Update, you can scan
your computer for outdated system files and automatically
replace them with the most recent versions.
Updates also provide fixes to mistakes or problems in the
vendors application. Most software companies put these
updates and patches on line. Usually you can log onto the
internet and go the vendors web page and click on their
Support or Downloads page.
Another good tip is getting updated drivers or programs that make your peripherals run properly. At one
time or another we have or will buy a program that does not have the correct program files to run on
your new computer. Most times you can go to the internet and download those files for free. Another
example is the printer your neighbor just gave you for free. Most of the time you can find the software
that makes the printer work by going to the internet.
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Windows Update FAQ
How do I know if I need an update?
Windows Update scans your computer and provides you with a tailored selection of updates that apply
only to the items on your computer. During the scan, a list of categories appears under Welcome to
Windows Update and the number of updates that are available in each category is noted in parentheses.
Critical Updates are important!
Any update that is critical to the operation of your computer is considered a "Critical Update," and is
automatically selected for installation during the scan for available updates. These updates are provided
to help resolve known issues, and to protect your computer from known security vulnerabilities.
Whether a critical update applies to your operating system, software programs, or hardware, it is listed
in the "Critical Updates" category.
How does it all work?
Follow a simple, three-step process to get the updates you need to keep your computer up-to-date:
 When you enter Windows Update, click Scan for updates.
 As you browse through the available updates in each category, click Add to select the update of
your choice and add it to the collection of updates you want to install. You can also read a full
description of each item by clicking the Read more link.
 When you have selected all the updates you want, click Review and install updates, and then
click Install Now.
Note: Some updates may require that you restart your computer. Save your work and close any open
programs before beginning the installation process.
Have questions about an update?
Each update is accompanied by a brief description and a Read more link. Click Read more at any time to
view information that is specific to each update. Included in this information are system requirements
and, if applicable, instructions on how to use and how to uninstall the update.
To see the list of updates you have installed from Windows Update, click View installation history.
For details on Windows Update site support and support for updates you have installed from Windows
Update, visit the Support Information page.
Antivirus
The school district maintains several applications to protect against Virus, Phishing, Spyware, and
Malware, but even the best programs can be circumvented if the users virus program is not up to date.
In the bottom right corner of your computer you will see an icon representing your antivirus program.
Double clicking on that will open the program.
Notice the box on the right that includes Virus Definition File. If the date listed is more then two weeks
old run the update, contact your building technology coordinator or submit a work request.
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Antivirus and Spyware Resources’ to Protect your Computer
Although the district has enterprise protection, a virus can still enter the system if you are not aware or if
your home computer is not protected. Listed below are several web links that offer.
1. http://www.windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows/products/security-essentials
a. Free antivirus - recommended
2. http://free.antivirus.com
a. Free virus scan
3. http://www.safer-networking.org/index2.html
a. Free spyware scan program
4. http://www.paulgraham.com/antispam.html
a. SPAM information
Windows XP/7 Task Manager
You can use Task Manager to provide information about programs and processes running on your
computer. Using Windows Task Manager, you can also end programs or processes, start programs, and
view a dynamic display of your computer's performance. This is important since some programs will
“freeze” up your computer and this tool allows you to shut it down. Very similar to the Windows 98
task box, but with much more control.
To start using task manager right click on the task bar and
select Task Manager from the pop up window. To close a
program that is not responding, select it from the list and
click the End Task button. In Windows 7 you can close an
unresponsive app directly from the task bar.
Safe Mode
When your computer becomes “unhealthy” or if there is an
incompatible driver/software/hardware problem, starting
the computer in safe mode can be enough to copy files or
fix problems before the system really crashes. What this
means is you can still run the computer in Safe Mode.
On startup, press the F8 key and you will see a DOS screen
giving you the option to boot into safe mode or windows. If you choose safe mode your screen will run
through a long list of computer lines that look like it is going to fail. Be patient and let all those lines
process themselves because they will bring you to the safe mode screen. Once there you can copy files
and perform other emergency tasks.
The technology staff realizes that most of the time you will be contacting us for assistance by submitting
a work request, but if you have a home computer this feature is handy to know if you think the computer
is going to “crash”.
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Blue Screens
In the old days, if you received a “blue screen” on startup you might as well say goodbye to your hard
drive, but today the operating system has made a few advances. If you get a blue screen on startup, most
likely two things are taking place.
1. System dump. In essence the software is “overloaded” and confused and is clearing
everything out to get a fresh start. Once the “bad” code has been “dumped” the computer
should start with some normalcy.
2. System scan. Another feature in which the software needs to examine it’s code/structure.
Letting it complete the process helps the computer reorganize itself and the computer will
start up with some if not all normalcy.
Although, a blue screen is no longer the Techie’s worst nightmare, it is a warning that something is
wrong with your computer. You should test hardware, check recently installed software, run virus scans
and basic maintenance as a precaution. And remember to back up important files!
Submit work requests at http://workorders.nausetschools.org.
Cables
We know it is silly, but double checking to make sure everything is plugged in and turned on solves a lot
of problems. Make sure the cables are also in good condition.
Restart vs. Hard boot
All software has moments of confusion and the industry refers to these as “bugs” so if you notice that a
program is not working correctly restarting your computer can reset the program or reconnect a drive.
Running updates can also solve problems, but if a program that normally runs fine suddenly freezes
every time you open it, try a restart. This may solve the problem.
A hard boot is when you have no choice except to power down the computer. Everything is “frozen”.
In this scenario, hold the power button in for about 15 or 20 seconds. Wait 15 or 20 seconds for
everything to power down and then turn the computer back on.
Submit work requests at http://workorders.nausetschools.org.

Networks and Networking
Plugging in your PC and Connecting it to the network
During the summer all the classrooms are cleaned and all the computers are unplugged. Your assistance
in plugging in the computer is greatly appreciated. With that said, a computer isn’t as delicate as
everyone thinks so don’t handle it as if it were filled with nuclear waste. Move it as if it were a piece of
furniture. Obviously, don’t drop, bang, or throw it. Just move it. Here is how you plug it in.
Things to connect:
 Power Cord (PC to Wall)
 Power Cord (Monitor to wall)
 Keyboard (most are color coded or only go in one way)
 Mouse (most are color coded and are green in color)
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Monitor cable (plug into PC)
Network cable (plugged into PC and other end to wall)

Plug the 2 power cables into the devices (monitor and PC). Then, plug the other ends into the wall. The
cables look like this:

Plug in your mouse and keyboard. They are usually color coded (Purple=keyboard – Green=Mouse). If
it is not color coded, it will be marked with a symbol of a keyboard/mouse. The plugs will look like
this: Some computers only have USB ports for your keyboard/mouse to plug into.

DIN 8 Plug

USB Plug
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The plugs only fit one way. If it doesn’t go in the way you are trying to push it in, don’t force it. Gently
rotate the plug until you feel it start to slip in. When it does, give it a little inward pressure and it will
connect.
3.Plug in the monitor cable. It looks like this:

It will only fit into the PC 1 way because of its trapezoidal shape. The corresponding plug on the PC
looks like this:

This is a VGA connector and should have a blue center.
If you have a network cable, plug it in. It is called a CAT5 patch cable and it looks like this:

It looks like a thick phone jack. One end will go into the network jack on
the wall and one end will plug into the network interface card (NIC) on
the PC. The NIC looks like this:

Once all of this is done, power on your PC and log in. If you have followed all of these directions to the
letter and are still experiencing a problem submit a work request at http://workorders.nausetschools.org.
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Passwords
People and companies network computers to share information and resources in a secure environment.
Companies use security features built into file servers to protect information that we do not want others
to see or to provide access to a resource such as a printer. For example, we would not want a student to
be able to log on to a computer and access our grading program. So to protect that information we must
log on to the network using a user name and a password.
We try to make using passwords simple, but we have many different programs and each vendor defines
their password process. Hence, we have to have a lot of passwords. You can write all of these down,
but remember to keep the document in a safe and secure location – lock it up. As we move forward we
will be requiring users to change their password every 90 to 120 days.
Logging on and off the Network
Please review lesson 1 – Learning Windows XP/7. It is
important that you lock your computer screen if you are not
going to be at your computer. This ensures that no one else
will have access to your computer.
Submit a work request at
http://workorders.nausetschools.org.
Network Folders
A network folder is a folder that resides on the network,
usually on a fileserver that we can backup for added protection. Network folders allow the user to login
to the network anywhere in the building and access their files.
You are not required to save files to your network folder, but if your computer fails we will not be able
to retrieve them. Backing up is the key.
Mapped Drives
A mapped drive is a link or a path to a network drive. A network drive is a storage drive that is not
physically located on your computer. We use mapped drives to back up files, share programs, and other
network resources. The advantage of mapped drives allows us to backup your files in the event your
computer crashes. You would not lose all the work you have created. If you lose your mapped drive a
computer restart often restores it.
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Internet Resources
Validating Information on the Internet
Web Quest Activity:
http://www.kn.pacbell.com/wired/fil/pages/webwebevalje.html
There are two main sources used for this information, yet much can be found on the subject of internet
validation. The first source came from Alan November1 - The Web -- Teaching Zack to Think and the
second source is from Consolidated High School District 230, Orland Park, Il web site2.
Although, there are clues to look for it should be noted that there is no clear way to make sure a web site
is accurate. The goal today is recognizing the clues in the process of verifying a web site.
The internet is a very public world and almost anyone can express their ideas – good, bad or indifferent.
One example identified by November is about a student who used the internet to research his paper on
the Holocaust. The young man found a site titled “Home Page of Arthur R Butz3”, and from a series of
links connected with this page he conclude that the Holocaust never occurred.
In looking at the site, one notices that is was clear and easy to follow. The web page topic was unique,
and the source of the information came from a professor at Northwestern University. Given all that
here are some of the “clues” that a student should also be looking at.
There are four basic questions you and your students should ask about each web site:
1. Who is the Author of the Web Page?
a. Who is the author?
b. What are their qualifications of the author?
i. Using a search engine to find the author.
c. Does the author appear to be a part of an organization?
d. Is the author the creator of the information?
e. Can the author be reached for questions or comments?
2. Is the Information in the Web Page Accurate?
a. Can the information on the page be found in a non-related source?
b. Does the web page give sources for the information found on the page?
c. Are sources Primary or Secondary?
d. Does the web page contain grammatical and spelling errors?
3. Is the Information on the Web Page Objective?
a. Is the web page attempting to inform, entertain and/or sell?
b. Do organizations which provide information have a clearly stated bias or viewpoint?
c. What types of web pages link to the web page that I'm reading ?
d. Are the listing of links from the page that I'm reading complete and are they reviewed?
4. Is the Information on the Web Page Current?
1

http://www.anovember.com/articles/zack.html
http://www.d230.org/vja/staff/www/verify/verify.htm
3
http://pubweb.acns.nwu.edu/~abutz/index.html
2
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a. When was the page last updated?
b. How does the URL interact with other sites and what kind of company does the URL
“hang” with – is it a personal web site?
i. Ex. www.homepage.aol.com/bella423/myhomepage/love.html
ii. www.expage.com/
iii. www.expage.com/eighthgradepeople
c. Is the site hosted by an ISP, a School or a Company?
d. What is the date of the source of information found in text, graphs, maps and charts?
e. Using Meta Web searches to validate web pages based on the context of other web pages,
i.e. Google (www.google.com)
Cool Websites @ http://nausetschools.org/departments.cfm?subpage=764183

Internet Safety
There are many good sites that provide information on Internet Safety. In this section we are going to
discuss several key sites and processes that keep kids safe. The “audience” includes staff, parents and
students. Please note that this information can/should be shared with parents.
 MySpace and social networking sites
 Net etiquette/manners
 Cyber bullying/Cyber Stalking
 Instant Messaging
 Passwords
 General precautions
Facebook and social networking sites
The Nauset Public Schools blocks all social networking sites to the best of their ability. However,
anonymous proxy sites and the ever changing internet mean there are ways to get around our filtering.
We ask that if you discover an inappropriate site that you report it to the technology staff. We also let
students know they can come to us if there is a concern or issue.
As for safety, much of the information provided here came from www.onguardonline.gov. This site
“provides practical tips from the federal government and the technology industry to help you be on
guard against Internet fraud, secure your computer, and protect your personal information”. I have
copied the article below directly from the site and highly recommend that you visit this to learn more
about safety, security and other potential dangers on the internet for yourself, your children and your
students.
Social Networking Sites: A Teacher/Parent Guide
While social networking sites can increase a person's circle of friends, they also can increase
exposure to people with less than friendly intentions. Here are tips for helping your kids use these
sites safely:


In some circumstances, the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act and Rule require social
networking sites to get parental consent before they collect, maintain, or use personal
information from children under age 13.
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Keep the computer in an open area, like the kitchen or family room, and use the Internet with
your kids.



Talk to your kids about their online habits. Tell them why it's important to keep their name,
Social Security number, address, phone number, and family financial information to themselves.



Your kids should post only information that you and they are comfortable with others seeing and
knowing.



Warn your kids about the dangers of flirting with strangers online.



Tell your children to trust their gut if they have suspicions. If they feel threatened by someone or
uncomfortable because of something online, they need to tell you, and then report it to the police.

Social Networking Sites: A Teacher/Parent Guide
"It's 10 p.m. Do you know where your children are?" Remember that phrase from your own
childhood? It's still a valid question, but now, it comes with a twist: "Do you know where your
kids are — and who they're talking to online?"
Social networking sites are the hippest "meet market" around, especially among tweens, teens,
and 20-somethings. These sites encourage and allow people to exchange information about
themselves, and use blogs, chat rooms, email, or instant messaging to communicate with the
world-at-large. But while they can increase a person's circle of friends, they also can increase
exposure to people who have less-than-friendly intentions, including sexual predators.
Help Your Kids Socialize Safely Online
OnGuard Online urges parents to talk to their tweens and teens about social networking sites,
and offers these tips for using these sites safely:


Use the Internet with your kids. Be open to learning about the technology so you can keep
up with them.



Talk to your kids about their online habits. If they use social networking sites, tell them
why it's important to keep information like their name, Social Security number, address,
phone number, and family financial information — like bank or credit card account
numbers — to themselves. Remind them that they should not share that information about
other people in the family or about their friends, either.
Your children should be cautious about sharing other information too, like the name of their
school, sports teams, clubs, where they work or hang out, or any other information that could
be used to identify them or locate them offline.



Make sure your kids' screen names don't say too much about them. Explain why it's
inappropriate — even dangerous — to use their full name, age, or hometown. Even if your
kids think their screen name makes them anonymous, it doesn't take a genius to combine
clues to figure out who your kids are and where they can be found. Remember, everyone
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else using these sites have put in information that is not accurate, so never trust what
you see.


Use privacy settings to restrict who can access and post on your child's website. You
may approve of their friends from school, clubs, teams, community groups, or your family
being able to view your kids' website, but not strangers from a neighboring town or school.



Your kids should post only information that you — and they — are comfortable with
others seeing — and knowing. Many people can see their page, including their teachers,
the police, a college admissions officer, or a potential employer.



Remind your kids that once they post information online, they can't take it back. Even
if they delete the information from a site, older versions exist on other people's computers.



Warn your kids about the dangers of flirting with strangers online. Because some
people lie online about who they really are, no one ever really knows who they're dealing
with.



Tell your children to trust their gut if they have suspicions. If they feel threatened by
someone or uncomfortable because of something online, they need to tell you and then
report it to the police and the social networking site. You could end up preventing someone
else from becoming a victim.



If you're concerned that your child is engaging in risky online behavior, you can search
the blog sites they visit to see what information they're posting. Try searching by their
name, nickname, school, hobbies, grade, or area where you live.



Check site privacy policies. Some sites may share information like your child's email
address with other companies, which could generate spam and even spyware on the family
computer. Sites' privacy policies or other posted links for parents also may contain contact
information for you to ask about your child's personal information.

For More Information
To learn more about staying safe online, visit the following organizations:
Federal Trade Commission — www.OnGuardOnline.gov
The FTC works for the consumer to prevent fraudulent, deceptive, and unfair business practices
in the marketplace and to provide information to help consumers spot, stop, and avoid them. To
file a complaint or to get free information on consumer issues, visit ftc.gov or call toll-free, 1877-FTC-HELP (1-877-382-4357); TTY: 1-866-653-4261. The FTC enters Internet,
telemarketing, identity theft, and other fraud-related complaints into Consumer Sentinel, a
secure, online database available to hundreds of civil and criminal law enforcement agencies in
the U.S. and abroad.
GetNetWise — www.getnetwise.org
GetNetWise is a public service sponsored by Internet industry corporations and public interest
organizations to help ensure that Internet users have safe, constructive, and educational or
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entertaining online experiences. The GetNetWise coalition wants Internet users to be just "one
click away" from the resources they need to make informed decisions about their and their
family's use of the Internet.
Internet Keep Safe Coalition — www.iKeepSafe.org
iKeepSafe.org, home of Faux Paw the Techno Cat, is a coalition of 49 governors/first spouses,
law enforcement, the American Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, and
other associations dedicated to helping parents, educators, and caregivers by providing tools and
guidelines to teach children the safe and healthy use of technology. The organization's vision is
to see generations of children worldwide grow up safely using technology and the Internet.
i-SAFE — www.i-safe.org
Founded in 1998 and endorsed by the U.S. Congress, i-SAFE is a non-profit foundation
dedicated to protecting the online experiences of youth everywhere. i-SAFE incorporates
classroom curriculum with dynamic community outreach to empower students, teachers,
parents, law enforcement, and concerned adults to make the Internet a safer place. Join them
today in the fight to safeguard children's online experience.
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children — www.missingkids.com;
www.netsmartz.org
NCMEC is a private, non-profit organization that helps prevent child abduction and sexual
exploitation; helps find missing children; and assists victims of child abduction and sexual
exploitation, their families, and the professionals who serve them.
National Crime Prevention Council — www.ncpc.org; www.mcgruff.org
The National Crime Prevention Council (NCPC) is a private, nonprofit organization whose
primary mission is to enable people to create safer and more caring communities by addressing
the causes of crime and violence and reducing the opportunities for crime to occur. Among
many crime prevention issues, NCPC addresses Internet Safety with kids and parents through
www.mcgruff.org and public service advertising under the National Citizens' Crime Prevention
Campaign — symbolized by McGruff the Crime Dog® and his "Take A Bite Out Of Crime®."
National Cyber Security Alliance — www.staysafeonline.org
NCSA is a non-profit organization that provides tools and resources to empower home users,
small businesses, and schools, colleges, and universities to stay safe online. A public-private
partnership, NCSA members include the Department of Homeland Security, the Federal Trade
Commission, and many private-sector corporations and organizations.
staysafe — www.staysafe.org
staysafe.org is an educational site intended to help consumers understand both the positive
aspects of the Internet as well as how to manage a variety of safety and security issues that exist
online.
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Wired Safety — www.wiredsafety.org
WiredSafety.org is an Internet safety and help group. Comprised of unpaid volunteers around
the world, WiredSafety.org provides education, assistance, and awareness on all aspects of
cyber crime and abuse, privacy, security, and responsible technology use. It is also the parent
group of Teenangels.org, FBI-trained teens and preteens who promote Internet safety.
Netiquette4 Ten Rules for being a Good Netizen5
What is Netiquette? Simply stated, it's network etiquette -- that is, the etiquette of cyberspace. And
"etiquette" means "the forms required by good breeding or prescribed by authority to be required in
social or official life." In other words, Netiquette is a set of rules for behaving properly online.
1. Homo sapiens in cyberspace. It is sometimes easy to forget that on the net you are not just talking to
computers, you are communicating with real people, people who have feelings just like you, and you
need to respect their rights just as you would in any other area of your life.
2. If you wouldn't do it in real life, don't do it in cyberspace. This is called nethics, or ethics on the net.
Don't think that just because you are in cyberspace all bets are off. If it's inappropriate or illegal in real
life, it's inappropriate or illegal in cyberspace. No exceptions.
3. Where am I? One of the things you will find as you explore the net, particularly the electronic
discussion groups, is that just like any other group of people, each discussion list will have it's own
"tone". This means that some groups tend to be quite academic and formal in tone, others are chattier
and more social. Some groups might be interested in what you did last night, others might flame you for
giving them details of your social life. You can save yourself and everyone else a lot of irritation if you
take the time to find out what a group is all about before you join in the discussion, this is called lurking.
Lurking means that you take the time to read some messages or check the archives so that you have a
clear sense of what the group is all about and what kinds of messages are appropriate.
4. What's a bandwidth when it's at home? Bandwidth is the information carrying capacity of the cables
and wires that connect computers together. As a responsible netcitzen it is part of the deal that you make
an effort not to waste bandwidth.
5. Looking good and making sense. For most of us there aren't too many ways of making yourself look
silly in front of hundreds of people, but sending a badly spelled, grammatically incorrect, thoughtlessly
put together e-mail message is one.
6. How do you spell ornithyrincus, um orneethrincus, er platypus? The truly wonderful thing about
cyberspace is that you can connect with a vast range of expert knowledge, communicate with people
who not only share your interests, but who are usually happy to answer your questions. If you know the
answer to a question which has been asked on-line, don't be afraid to share your knowledge.
4
5

Virginia Shea (1994) Netiquette Albion Books San Francisco pp 32-33
http://www.albion.com/netiquette/corerules.html
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There are a couple of points to remember: If you are going to answer a question try and make sure that
you are giving accurate information, even if it means going away and checking. Try not to answer
questions where you have only a vague idea of the answer. Experts on-line are generous with their
knowledge, but that generosity can be stretched by people asking basic questions they were too lazy to
go and look up for themselves. It is your responsibility to try and answer the question yourself by the
usual research methods before you turn to cyberspace. Remember that experts are a resource, not a way
to avoid doing any work. Be sensible about the questions you ask and the people you ask. Don't join a
group of experts in astronomy and then ask them if they know anything about planets, don't ask an
expert on medieval music what they know about Oasis.
7. Quick, ring the fire brigade, I've been flamed! Flaming is personal attacks on other citizens of
cyberspace via e-mail. A flame is the kind of message which attacks not just your opinion, but your
personality, your looks, your personal habits and your dog's behavior. In other words flaming has a lot to
do with emotional responses, and nothing to do with reasonable disagreement. If you read something
that really makes you angry, resist the temptation to fire off an emotional response. Take a deep breath,
go for a walk, put the message away until tomorrow.
8. Snoopy's a dog, not a way of life. You wouldn't want someone to read your email, so don't read their
e-mail. Because e-mail is probably not quite as private as we might wish, it is important to remember
this when using your e-mail, don't say anything that you wouldn't want an outside party to read, because
no matter how much we might wish that everyone respected our privacy the reality is sometimes
otherwise. People have been sued for libel because of what they wrote in an e-mail message, so it pays
to be careful.
9. Just because you can do something doesn't mean you should. Here are the Ten Commandments for
Computer Ethics from the Computer Ethics Institute..
Thou shalt not interfere with other people's computer work.
Thou shalt not snoop around in other people's files.
Thou shalt not use a computer to steal.
Thou shalt not use a computer to bear false witness.
Thou shalt not use or copy software for which you have not paid.
Thou shalt not use other people's computer resources without authorization.
Thou shalt not appropriate other people's intellectual output.
Thou shalt think about the social consequences of the program you write.
Thou shalt use a computer in ways that show consideration and respect.
Thou shalt not use a computer to harm other people
10. It's okay, we all make mistakes. Sooner or later you will get the hang of cyberspace and instead of
being a newbie you will be a confident citizen of cyberspace, perhaps one day you might even become
one of those expert users called a Net God. But this doesn't mean that just because you know what you
are doing you have earned the right to correct everyone else.
Don't waste bandwidth on telling people they have made a spelling error, or a minor error of netiquette.
Self-righteousness is less popular on the net than poor grammar. If someone has made a serious mistake
(defined as a mistake which is likely to get them flamed by net users less civilized than yourself), try and
exercise some tact in correcting them. A gentle note in private about what they have done wrong is
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much more effective, not to mention polite, than a public flame. There are people who seem to live
simply for the chance to correct someone else's spelling or grammar, but for the rest of us, life's too short
to waste on joining the net police.
Cyber Bullying/Cyber Stalking
What is Cyber stalking? Although no universally accepted definition exists, it is generally considered
as use of the Internet, e-mail or other electronic communications device to stalk or harass a person.
Stalking is defined as repeated harassing or threatening behavior.
Can cyber stalkers really be dangerous?
YES! If a stalker takes it offline and you start receiving snail mail or harassing phone calls from the
stalker then they know where you live. You should contact your local law enforcement agency or the
FBI immediately. When a stalker takes it "offline" they are far more likely to pose a physical threat to
the individual being stalked.
Responding to a Stalking Situation. What should I do if I think I am being stalked or harassed
online?
 Tell the person harassing you in straight forward terms, "Leave me alone, stop harassing me. Do
not contact me again." If you are in IM, ICQ or on IRC logoff immediately and stay offline for at
least 24 hours.
 Do not reply to anything else the harasser says. No replies to emails, taunts or lies said about
you. Do NOT REPLY! Harassment is a form of power over you. If you take that power away
from the harasser and refuse to "play their game" then you have become empowered instead.
You are now in charge!
 If the problem only exists on IM, ICQ or IRC then go offline and completely change your online
identity. This means changing your nickname and all the information you have listed in your
setup. Everything must be changed! If the harassment is coming on IM/ICQ then you need to
open a new member account and change everything in your profile.
 In the case of email harassment you need to contact the harasser's ISP (Internet Service Provider)
and make a complaint.
 Stay out of problem chat rooms.
 Don't give out your IM/ICQ number except to "very" trusted friends and tell them not to give it
out to anyone else.
 Be certain all of your online profiles do not contain any personally identifying information about
you, such as age, sex, address, phone number, school attended and teams you play on or where
you work.
 In your IM/ICQ (instant messaging) and IM/IRC (chat) clients be sure logging is enabled.
 Keep all IM/ICQ and IM/IRC log files that pertain to the stalker for evidence.
 Keep all e-mails that originate from the harasser or stalker and any replies you sent for evidence.
 If you feel you or your family is in physical danger from this stalker, or the stalker knows where
you live or has made physical threats against you CALL YOUR LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR THE FBI IMMEDIATELY!
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Information for Minors










OK, you're under 18 years of age and you are here because you have a stalking or harassment
problem. CyberAngels can help you!
First have you done everything suggested in the "Responding to a Stalking Situation" section. If
the answer is yes or "If you feel you or your family is in physical danger from this stalker, or the
stalker knows where you live or has made physical threats against you- CALL YOUR LOCAL
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY OR THE FBI IMMEDIATELY!"
Then you must tell your parents or legal guardian IMMEDIATELY!
Why tell your parents? It is very simple, your life and possibly their lives and/or property may be
in danger. The law will not take a complaint from you without your parent's consent and
presence.
Simply put: Your parents are the ones who must make the complaint to law enforcement.
You are probably the computer expert in the house, it will be up to you to calmly and rationally
explain the situation to your parents and ask them for help. Show them the emails, or
IM/IRC/ICQ logs with the threats. Have faith in your parents that they will provide you with
help, even if the situation is embarrassing to you. This is not a time for secrecy or pride to get in
the way of safety. If you or your family is being threatened or the stalker knows where you live
or your phone number - YOU MUST SEEK YOUR PARENT'S HELP IMMEDIATELY!
Your parents will respect you for acting maturely in seeking help with a problem you are unable
to handle. Remember they are parents, they do love you and want to see everything go well for
you. They might not understand the situation at first, but if you're honest and straightforward
with them, they will help you.

Passwords
In the Networks and Networking section information has been provided regarding the importance of a
good password, but all too often our close friends and associates may also know your password. As
teachers and adults you know that you should never share that information. Students sometimes learn
this the hard way. If you or a student believes their password has been compromised or they would like
to change it, you can contact the site or company directly. You can also search through the site’s web
site. Listed below are the most common sites and how to change your password.
How can I change my password?
The process to change your password is different on every type of system, application, and network
device. We have included here instructions for password changing on some of the most common
systems.
Change MSN Password
The way to change your MSN password is to change your Microsoft Passport password.
Changing your Microsoft Passport password will change your MSN password, Hotmail password and
MSN Messenger password.
 Login to Microsoft Passport
 Visit the Account Services Home Page
 Select the Credentials menu
 Select Change your password
 Enter your old password
 Enter your new password
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 Enter your new password again
 Press <Continue>
 Press <Continue>
 Press <Done>
Change Yahoo Password
To change your Yahoo Password, visit Yahoo: Change Password.
This will change your password for Yahoo! Mail, Yahoo! Messenger, Yahoo! Chat, My Yahoo!, Yahoo!
Finance, and all of Yahoo's other personalized services.
Change AIM Password
To change your AIM password, open the <My AIM> menu on your AIM client, select <Edit Options>,
and click <Change Password>.
Change AOL Password
Follow these steps to change your AOL password:
 Select the <Settings> menu from the AOL toolbar.
 Click <Passwords>
 Click <Change Password>
 Enter your current password
 Enter your new password
 Enter your new password again
 Click <Change Password>
Change MySpace.com Password
Follow these directions to change your MySpace.com password:
 Click on <Home> from any MySpace.com web page
 Open the <Account Settings> menu
 Click on <Change Password>
 Enter your current password
 Enter your new password
 Enter your new password again
 Click <Change>
Change Xanga Password
To change your Xanga password, visit Xanga: Change Password.
Change tmnet Password
To change your tmnet password:
 Visit the tmnet e-view Home Page
 Login to get to the Member Area Home Page
 Select <Change Password>
A final word on Internet and Computer Safety
1. Stealing Passwords or accessing your files can be accomplished by
a. Not logging off or locking your computer
b. Someone watching you enter a password
c. Key loggers – software (malware and spyware) and hardware that record your keyboards
keystrokes.
d. Hacking/malware/spyware can be in place if you suddenly notice such things as i. Mysterious files suddenly appearing.
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ii. CD drawer opening and closing by itself
iii. Runtime errors in MS Outlook/Outlook Express.
iv. Finding emails in your sent items folder that you didn't send.
v. Files moved or deleted unexpectedly.
vi. Icons on your desktop or toolbars are blank or missing.
vii. Mouse feels sluggish, like someone else is trying to control it.
e. Guessing – lots of folks use predictable passwords such as their dogs name, childs name
etc. A perceptive person or good friend would know all this.
f. Don’t let the computer store your password as hackers can get in, steal it and could get
access to your bank account. You can clear stored passwords by opening Internet
Explorer and selecting Internet options from the Tools Menu. On the Content Tab select
Auto Complete to change the setting.
2. Why do people want to know where you live
a. To rob your house
b. Other bad things
3. Why is it not a good idea to put your picture online.
a. Others can copy and deface it
b. They can post it where it should not be – on the internet or elsewhere
c. They can make up stories about the person
4. What are some of the ways I can get a virus or malware/spyware
a. Music web sites
b. Popups
c. Email
d. Web sites
e. Attachments
f. Instant messaging
g. Chat rooms

Printers
The school district has two basic types of printers - Lasers and Ink Jets. Ink jet technology is very
expensive to maintain as cartridges need to be replaced often. The ink jet cartridge is more costly to
purchase. Because of this cost the district will be moving away from purchasing ink jet technology and
primarily purchasing laser jet technology.

LaserJet’s
Most of the laser jet printers are networked through sharing or print servers. What this means is that you
will only have one printer for your classroom. Below are some printer information that will help you
manage your printer.
Do I need a new toner cartridge?
If you see lighter text or spottiness you may need a new cartridge, but before you request a new one you
should open the cartridge panel that stores the toner and remove the toner cartridge. The cartridge panel
can be open by gently pulling the front or back panel back or by releasing the toner case with a button
on the front or side. Pull the toner out of the printer. Shaking and tilting the cartridge for a minute or
two usually releases any “stuck” toner that will often times extend your printing by another 100 or so
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pages. If you have already done this and require a new toner cartridge contact your building
administrator.
Changing the printer cartridge
For most lasers there is a Pull down back or front panel on the printer. Simply remove old cartridge by
gently pulling it out of the printer. There should be a handle or tab to pull on. Set this aside and open
the new toner cartridge. Remove new cartridge from bag and shake it to distribute toner evenly. Pull
the marked tab out and discard this. Insert the cartridge by gently sliding it into the same location the
old toner came from. If you need help submit a work request at http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.
Lastly, some manufacturers include free recycling. If your cartridge comes with a shipping label put the
used one in the box, seal it, label it and bring it to the office where UPS or FedEx will take it.
Paper jams
To clear a paper jam pull down the front/back panel to remove toner cartridge. Inspect to see where
paper is stuck and pull gently and evenly out of printer. Do not attempt if paper starts to rip. Call
aTech person for help or submit a work request at http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.
Multiple pages are feeding into printer
Remove all paper. Turn off or unplug printer and submit a work request at
http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.
Funny text is printing
Remove all paper. Turn off or unplug printer and submit a work request at
http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.
Students cannot print to the printer
Most of the time this problem exists because the teachers computer is not on, the printer is not on or the
student did not log in. Check all and if the student still cannot print submit a work request at
http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.
Students are logged on as themselves and they still cannot print
This is an issue with the printer script or the shared privileges of the printer. Get the students user name
and password and submit a work request at http://workorders.nausetschools.org/ so that we can trouble
shoot the user problem.
Selecting the default printer
Sometimes the default printer is changed because a program was installed or another user altered a
setting. To choose the default printer click on the Start Button and select Printers and Faxes from the
menu.
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Highlight the printer you want to print to by right clicking on it. In the drop down menu box select Set
as Default Printer.

Other printer issues
Contact the computer assistant in your building or submit a work request at
http://workorders.nausetschools.org/.

Scanners
There are many types of scanners in the district. Most come with scanning software that is easy to use.
We do offer workshops, but for now have included the FAQ on scanning.
Scanning FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions)

While each scanner has different software drivers, the premise is the same behind each one. There are
some definitions and processes you should keep in mind before you start scanning. The most important
rule to remember when scanning, is to scan your file with the settings that are appropriate for the output.
In other words, know how your final image will be used. Is it for a computer presentation, desktop
printer, professional printer, the Web, or will your images be made into slides? All of these options
require slightly different handling.
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Definitions:
DPI-dots per inch (or pixels per inch), is the number of physical dots associated with a file. Generally,
the higher the dpi, the better the resolution. Higher dpi also increases file size. As a general rule, the dpi
should be about twice the size of the lpi (Lines per inch) of the printer. If the Site's color printers output
is 300 dpi. The Line Screen Default (same as lpi) is 60. So, you need not scan your image higher than
150 dpi. The gray scale printers dpi run between 300 and 600, their Line Screen Default is 85. Therefore
again 150 dpi is adequate for good output. Too many extra dots combined with line screens will cause
your image to become very muddy.
LPI-lines per inch, the lpi is how close the lines are placed on paper during printing. For instance
newspapers use about 85 lpi, while glossy 4 color may use133 lpi or more. This is important when
considering the output of your file. To many lines per dot will give a solarized effect when printing a
gray scale image to the b/w printers.
bit depth, is the amount of information that each pixel (or dot) carries with it. For black and white
images, there is only one bit of data associated with that pixel, it is either on or off. In other words, it is
either black or white. For 256 colors/grays images, there are 8 bits of data stored on each pixel. For 16
million color images, there are 24 bits of data stored in each pixel.
Scan types, are the different ways a scanner creates an image.
Line art. If scanning Gray Scale or Halftone images, this process converts the entire image to black or
white. Any level of gray will be converted to black or to white. You would select this scan type if you
were scanning hand drawn b/w illustrations, fonts, and old wood cut types of illustration from archival
sources (such as Dover Books).
Halftone. Simulates halftone screens printing screen. In older newsprint you could see small dots of
varying sizes creating the illusion of gray scale. Comic books use larger screen dots. You can select
different screen sizes and shapes (even lines) for various effects on your image.
Photo-Gray Scale and Continuous Tone. Are all equivalent. This type of scan can (if selected) creates
the highest number of colors (16 million) or grays (256). Select this option when scanning color and b/w
photos, watercolor, and color illustrations-any image that is a continuous tone. However, being the best
has its costs. This scan type also generates the largest file sizes.
File Formats. Most scanner software is capable of saving into many file types. Here are some general
guidelines of the best file types for a particular program:
Program
Photoshop
Illustrator
Any

File Types
PICT, TIFF, PNG
EPS*, (PICT as a template)
JPEG
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File Size. You should approximate the final output size of the image you are scanning. If you know you
only need a 3x5" image, don't scan it 8x10". Planning ahead will save disk space and processing time.
Here are some general sizes for scanning an 8.5" x 11" picture with millions of colors:
DPI
100
300
600

Approximate File Size
2.5 megabytes
22 megabytes
90 megabytes-have fun with this one!

So, if you only had “floppy disks”, you can't scan much higher than 72 dpi for that size image. Larger
file sizes also mean longer processing and printing times. Another way to reduce file size is to "crop"
the image. This process involves scanning only the area of the image you would like to include in your
final scan. If there is an object of interest in an image, cut out some of the background. The file size will
be reduced because you are scanning less of the object.
Output Type.
The Output Type determines how the scan will appear when it is transferred to a destination. The HP
scanning software automatically identifies each new scan as one of the following Output Types:







Text
Black and White Drawing
Black and White Photograph
Color Drawing
Best Color Photograph
Normal Color Photograph

Note that depending on your destination and scanning method, some choices may be unavailable. Click
under the Make optional adjustments section or select Output Type from the Settings menu of the HP
scanning software to adjust the Output Type of the scan.
Image Window. The area of the HP scanning software that displays the scan.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR). The process by which scanned text is converted from an image
into editable text characters. The OCR software shipped with your HP scanner performs this process
automatically when you transfer a text scan to a destination that accepts text (like a word processor).
Editable Text. Text that is converted from a scanned image into characters that you can modify in a
word processor or other text editing program. Depending on the capabilities of your text editing
program, you can change the font, size, style, and other attributes of editable text, and you can edit
words or phrases of the text to meet your needs.
The HP scanning software converts text scans into editable text using Optical Character Recognition
(OCR), provided the Output Type is set to Text and your destination accepts editable text. If the
destination does not accept editable text (for example, if you transfer a text scan to an image editor), the
text is transferred as a bitmap graphic.
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Destination. Where you want the scan to end up. This could be:
 A blank page in another application
 An opened document in an application (this option is not available with all applications)
 A file that you store on your computer for later use
 A printer or fax modem application
The HP scanning software automatically detects supported destination applications and includes them in
the “where do you want the scan to go?” drop-down list.
Bitmap Graphic. An image composed of dots. When you reduce or enlarge a bitmap graphic, the edges
often become jagged. For best results, set the Output Size in the HP scanning software, not in the
destination. The HP scanning software converts scans identified as photos and drawings to bitmap
graphics. In addition, text transferred to a destination that does not accept editable text is transferred as a
bitmap graphic. Common bitmap graphics extensions are *.BMP and *.DIB.
Brightness. The lightness or darkness of a scanned image.
Contrast. The difference between the light and dark areas of a scanned image.
Image Window. The area of the HP scanning software that displays the scan.
Image Editor. An application that lets you modify bitmapped drawings and photographs. Some image
editors have more editing tools and accept a wider range of image types than others.
BMP File Format. Bitmap format. A common format for photos and color drawings in Windows
applications.
To view this file type, click the Start button in Windows, and choose Programs, Accessories, Imaging or
Paint.
Resolution. A measure of how many dots per inch are scanned or printed. The HP scanning software
automatically sets resolution for you. In almost all cases, you will get the best results and smallest file
size if you use the resolution the software has determined to be best for your original and destination.
You do not need to set the resolution to match the highest resolution that your printer supports. This
adds data and does not improve quality.
JPG File Format. Joint Photographic Experts Group file format. A standard format used for
compressing photos. Often used for images that are placed on the World Wide Web.
PCX File Format. This file format is used by some paint programs. Many applications can open or
import PCX files created by paint programs. This format can include images containing color and
grayscale information.
RTF File Format. Rich text format. This is a common file format used by many word processors. The
RTF file format can be used to save either images or text.
Scale. To reduce or increase the physical size of an image while maintaining aspect ratio (the ratio of
the horizontal dimension to the vertical dimension).
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TIF File Format. Tagged image file format. This format is useful for storing photos and drawings.
Because TIF is a widely used format for graphics, it is especially useful for graphics that will be used in
many applications or on more than one computer platform.

CD Burning
Burning a CD is an expression for making a copy of an existing CD or backing up files to a CD. Both
are very simple to do, but do require that you have a read write CD ROM drive and software that will
allow you to make copies. With some of the newer computers the ability to “burn” a CD is built in. All
you have to do is highlight the item you want to copy, select copy from the edit menu, locate the CDRW
drive in My Computer and select Paste from the Edit menu. CD “burning” is much like copying a files
to a Floppy disk.

Projector Use
Using a projector to display your computers image on a screen is pretty easy. These directions refer to
using a generic projector, but can vary depending on the model of your device.
 First turn on projector. The monitor screen will not be visible unless the projector is on.
 Turn on computer. Log in with your user name and password.
 To adjust the projector image if it is “scratchy” press the menu button on the top of the projector
unit.
 Use the right arrow button to move to the projector menu option IMAGE.
 Use the down arrow button once to select the AUTO IMAGE option.
 Press the bottom button once to turn the auto image ON.
 Press the MENU button once to turn on the projector menu.
 Remember to log off and shut down the computer when you are finished.
 Lastly, turn off the projector.
If you are using another projector simply press the auto configure button so the unit knows it should be
looking for a computer. If using a laptop with a projector locate the Function key that toggles the screen
off and on.

District Programs and Resources
The school District provides staff and students with a wide variety of computer related services. This
section will list those services. Many of the resources available can be found by logging onto our
district web site at www.nausetschools.org and clicking on the Administration link from the drop down
menu on the home page and selecting Technology.
Tips For Choosing Software
 Determine what purpose you wish to accomplish, realistically considering the child’s age. Avoid
giving a youngster overly advanced selections.
 Preview the program if possible, and don’t always believe package claims.
 Look for programs with varying levels of difficulty, clear and understandable “graphical user
interfaces”, i.e., the ease with which the child can navigate through the program’s educational
features.
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Examine graphics and sound critically with an eye toward artistic merit. Is this material you
want influencing a child’s aesthetic sensibilities and taste?
Consider whether the content is directly related to the learning or simply a thin veneer of
information pasted over a “shoot-em-up” or icon-clicking game.
Does the software encourage original thinking? Is anything left to the child’s imagination?
Be alert of gender biases in characters or activities. Are both male and female characters
portrayed as active problem-solvers?
Seek suggestions of activities that go beyond the computer. Do they relate to the program and
have some inherent learning value? Are there support materials and non-computerized activities
to provide meaning and follow up?
“Cute” is not a valid criterion for choosing a learning activity.
It does more than simply transfer paper lessons to the screen. For example, if a child needs skillbuilding (e.g., multiplication tables, fractions, angles, irregular spelling words), look for
programs that intersperse quick drills with more conceptual learning (e.g., interesting simulations
that require using the skill to solve the problems).
It should teach – coach the child on why an answer was incorrect or clearly present new
information – as well as drill.
It should not make children feel stupid if they do not know the answer.
It cannot be boring.

Applications Software: Computerized “Tools”
 Applications are the closest thing we have to using the computer as a “tool”. They can support
either highly structured drill-and-practice type activities (e.g., using a word-processing program
to copy definitions of vocabulary) or more active learning (e.g., composing a story or poem).
 Word processing, which basically amounts to using the computer as an “intelligent” typewriter,
is the most common use. These programs automate mechanical aspects of writing and editing.
They are one of the most prevalent educational computer applications.
 Spell checkers, thesauri, and dictionaries are an integral part of word processing. They help
students with spelling or vocabulary problems, but most educators agree they should not
substitute for teaching basic skills.
 Grammar checkers are available but are still too simplistic to be of much value.
 Outlining and other organizational aids provide a framework to arrange thoughts before writing.
Their utility varies considerably and may result in overly formulaic writing.
 Data base software helps create electronic filing systems that can group and regroup information
according to different categories. For example, for a report on animals, a student might read
about each animal and enter data on its habitat, feeding habits, size, etc. Then he could select all
jungle animals that roam at night, all small herbivorous domestic animals, etc. The information
could be used for a computerized chart, math lesson, report, field guide or other purposes.
Commercial databases are also available. A student preparing a report on ancient Rome might
gather data about political, cultural or social life and draw conclusions about Roman life. Using
databases can teach categorization, making inferences, and research skills. They can, of course,
also simply access facts to be memorized.
 Spreadsheets are similar to databases and facilitate organization and/or graphing of numerical
data, computations, and comparisons. Teachers use them to keep track of grades. Spreadsheets
enable such diverse activities as simulating the stock market, studying probability, graphing
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trends in social studies, and learning about conservation of energy. Even young students can
“play” with variables, as in having the computer add 7 to a string of numbers or take a fractional
part of every number in a category.
Classroom and school management aids are very popular uses. They not only coordinate records
and compute grades, but also allow teachers to collaborate across distances, communicate lesson
plans and new ideas.
Computer-aided design enables construction of blueprints, diagrams, and three-dimensional
models for architectural and engineering projects. You can take a virtual “walk” through an unbuilt home by simply entering a special set of plans into computer, and students of acoustical
engineering simulate how sounds such as music will project as they manipulate different design
features in a virtual auditorium.
Multimedia (or hypermedia) authoring tools combine text, sound, animation, and graphics to
create teaching aids, reports or projects. They are among the fastest growing in home and school
markets. Even small children can write a story and use computerized drawing tools. For a report
on France, one high school student wrote about French history, drew illustrations, recorded
herself singing the “Marseillaise”, took her “readers” through a visual tour of relevant paintings
in world museums, added an animated street scene, and worked in a quiz of irregular French
verbs.

Links to Communication and Information
 The Internet and World Wide Web enable us to communicate instantly (if the system is “up”)
across national and international borders through “electronic mail” or “e-mail. It enables us to
call on the resources of famous libraries, museums, or data bases, and to acquire information
about commercial products, services, and practical concerns through a worldwide network of
information resources referred to on the “Web”.
 Distance learning has the student in a different geographical location from the teacher or the
classroom. It is especially useful for college and university level courses where students are
motivated to work independently. It can bring students a special resource such as a noted
professor. Students in widely separated locations can engage in a “discussion”: together with the
professor/teacher and possibility even see each other in the process. Although some find this
form of learning “sterile” it presents numerous benefits for those who lack access to a nearby
facility.
 Simulations combine content and problem-solving by immersing students in experiences that
would be difficult to duplicate in real life, as in giving pilots experience which would be too
costly or dangerous to attempt firsthand. In schools, students may construct a new planet and
control its ecosystem, lead a pioneer wagon train, design a boat, travel through the human
circulatory system, or plan and execute the operations of a business. The effectiveness of
simulations varies widely, and they should have sufficient complexity and variety to remain
challenging.
 Systems thinking models are a new form of simulation that mimics behavior of a complex
system, letting students explore the mutual interactivity of component parts and processes.
Teachers using the basic software have developed curriculum materials for osmosis, chemical
reactions, earthquakes and immunology.
 Programming languages – the commands by which the computer is made to do its “tricks” –
were the original subject matter of computer courses, but most students no longer study them
unless they are preparing for technical work. Exceptions are the LOGO and COCOA computer
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languages from the MIT, where scientists search for ways to help students learn things in new
ways.
General Principals for Meaningful Technology Use
 Fit the activity to the student’s level of maturation and cognitive development.
 Make the activity meaningful by linking it with students’ interests and experiences.
 Start with hands-on and interpersonal activities (e.g., practicing face-to-face interviewing skills
before questioning “experts” on-line, build a classroom replica of the rain forest while
participating in a simulated adventure in Central America).
 Set clear outcomes and standards for learning. Help students evaluate when and how well these
goals have been reached.
 Ask for student self-reflection – preferably in writing on work habits and process as well as on
the outcome.
 Plan for a meaningful and useful way for students to “show off” what they have learned (e.g., a
multimedia demonstration about planets in the solar system; an explanatory guide to local
historic spots; a virtual tour of Shakespeare’s England; a musical performance incorporating
original digital compositions; an essay or letter to the editor expressing the student’s point of
view on a topic studied).
 Don’t be seduced by technical effects. Be sure technology use is always cloaked in
understanding (e.g., require the child to explain the meaning of the data and to justify the formats
chosen to present the project.
 Support the organization and quality of long-term projects with clear written directions and
expectations, checklists, and checkpoints for each step. Elementary-age children especially need
adult supervision in planning and completing each step.
 If students work in groups, make sure all share in total workload and various types of tasks (e.g.,
all have experience with designing graphics, and all must do some reading and writing).
Acknowledge that some students are better at some types of tasks and encourage all to enjoy
exercising their talents as they also improve less-favored skills.
 Encourage integration of understanding across modalities (e.g., prepare and original – written –
script about something viewed; represent historical information in dance; draw illustrations for
mathematical data in a spreadsheet; compare and contrast emotional response and learning from
reading a book vs. seeing it in a video).

Resources
Email/Web Mail
All Nauset Public Schools staff are provide and email account. The district uses the services of
Google’s Gmail program and email can be accessed from any computer in the world that is connected to
the internet. Go to https://www.google.com/a/nausetschools.org/ to login. Refer to page 26 of this
manual for additional details.
All students in grades 6 to 12 are provided and email account. The district uses the services of Google’s
Gmail program and email can be accessed from any computer in the world that is connected to the
internet. Go to https://www.google.com/a/nausetschools.net/ to login. Refer to page 26 of this manual
for additional details.
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Gradebook
The school district uses X2 to electronically record student grades. All content and grade level teachers
are required to use this program. Grades and progress reports are electronically sent to our Student
Information System at designated times identified by your building principal.
Training for new staff will be provided at the start of the school year.
Substitutes On Line
All district staff must use this site to report absences – www.substituteonline.com. A user name and
password is required. If you do not have one then you must contact Renie Dumont at
dumontm@nausetschools.org or Barbara Lavoine at lavoineb@nausetschools.org.
Training is provided at the start of the school year.
Network Folder
All staff are/will be provided a network folder that is mapped to a local server so that files will be
backed up by network services.
TIC Talk Newsletter
The TIC (Technology in the classroom) Talk newsletter is sent out 3 times during the school year. It
contains information, websites and tools you can use to integrate technology into your content area. The
newsletter is also posted on our web site at http://nausetschools.org/departments.cfm?subpage=764046.
Nauset Public Schools Web Page
Our district web site contains lots of information on individual schools, community news and resources.
You can access the site at www.nausetschools.org. We highly recommend that you take a few minutes
to familiarize yourself with its contents.
Workshops
During the school year afternoon workshops are scheduled to provide training on district programs.
They are offered at the HS, MS and Elementary schools and usually begin just after school ends. Look
for this schedule in October/November.

Programs
Dictionaries
 Merriam-Webster Dictionary http://m-w.com
 Dictionary.com http://dictionary.com
 Your Dictionary http://www.yourdictionary.com/
 Thesaurus.com http://thesaurus.reference.com/
Encyclopedias
 World Book Encyclopedia http://www.worldbookonline.com/wb/Login?ed=wb
 Encyclopedia Britannica Intermediate http://www.britannica.com/
 Information Please http://www.infoplease.com
 Encyclopedia.com http://www.encyclopedia.com/
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Almanacs
 Countries of the World http://www.theodora.com/wfb/abc_world_fact_book.html
 Fact Monster http://www.factmonster.com/almanacs.html
 The World Almanac for Kids http://www.worldalmanacforkids.com/
Atlases
 Atlapedia on-line http://www.atlapedia.com/
 Atlas Xpeditions http://www.nationalgeographic.com/xpeditions/atlas/
High School Online Databases
 http://schoolsites.schoolworld.com/schools/Nauset/NRHS.cfm?subpage=777564
Middle School Online Databases
 http://schoolsites.schoolworld.com/schools/Nauset/NRMS.cfm?subpage=763586
Destiny
What is an Destiny?
Destiny is the online public access catalog. It allows you to search our library collection quickly and
easily. It can be accessed at
https://nausetschools.follettdestiny.com/common/welcome.jsp?context=saas01_2000071.
United Streaming
United Streaming is a subscription based program for use at the Middle School and Wellfleet Elementary
School. It is a digital video-based learning resource for academic achievement featuring more than
5,000 full-length videos segmented into 50,000 content-specific video segments. United Streaming
allows teachers to seamlessly integrate its content into their curriculum. To participate in this program
you must register at http://streaming.discoveryeducation.com/ with an access code provided by your
building Technology Coordinator.
Lexia
Lexia is a reading and phonics based application used primarily in the elementary schools. To learn
more about this program contact the reading specialist in your building.
Study Island
Study Island is a leading provider of web-based state assessment preparation programs and standards
based learning programs. Access to this site can be found at www.studyisland.com. To learn more
contact your building Technology Coordinator.
District Toolbox
There are many other computer programs used by the staff and the students at the Nauset Public
Schools. Including, but not limited to:
 MS Office Professional
 Google Apps
 Adobe products
 TimeLiner
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Inspiration and Kidspriration
Antivirus
Type to Learn - Middle School
Read Please - District
Kurzweil
Smartboards

Technology Department
Barbara Lavoine, Director of Technology, lavoineb@nausetschools.org.
Deana Richardson, District Technical Support, richardsond@nausetschools.org.
Technology Coordinators (as of August 2012)
Robin Walker, Nauset High School, walkerr@nausetschools.org.
Majen Hammond, Nauset Middle School, hammondm@nausetschools.org.
Eastham Elementary – TBD
Anne Moore, Eddy Elementary, moorea@nausetschools.org.
Charles Hollander-Essig, Orleans, Eastham and Wellfleet, hollanderessigc@nausetschools.org.
Dawn Steber, Orleans Elementary, steberd@nausetschools.org.
Stony Brook Elementary - TBD
Lisa Norton, Wellfleet Elementary, nortonl@nausetschools.org.
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